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For many renal patients with severe loss of kidney function dialysis treatment is the only 
means of preventing excessive fluid gain and the accumulation of toxic chemicals in the 
blood. Typically, haemodialysis patients will dialyse three times a week, with each session 
lasting 4-6 hours. During each session, 2-3 litres of fluid is removed along with catabolic 
end-products, and osmotically active solutes. In a significant number of patients, the rapid 
removal of water and osmotically active sodium chloride can lead to hypotension or overhy- 
dration and swelling of brain cells. Profiled haemodialysis, in which the rate of water removal 
andlor the dialysis machine sodium concentration are varied according to a predetermined 
profile, can help to prevent wide fluctuations in plasma osmolarity, which cause these compli- 
cations. The profiles are determined on a trial and error basis, and differ from patient to 
patient. Here we describe a mathematical model for a typical profiled haemodialysis session 
in which the variables of interest are sodium mass and body fluid volumes. The model is of 
minimal complexity and so could provide simple guidelines for choosing suitable profiles for 
individual patients. The model is tested for a series of dialysate sodium profiles to demon- 
strate the potential benefits of sodium profiling. Next, using the simplicity of the model, we 
show how to calculate the dialysate sodium profile to model a dialysis session that achieves 
specified targets of sodium mass removal and weight loss, while keeping the risk of intradia- 
lytic complications to a minimum. Finally, we investigate which of the model profiled dialy- 
sis sessions that meet a range of sodium and fluid removal targets also predict extracellular 
sodium concentrations and extracellular volumes that lie within "safe" limits. Our model sug- 
gests that improvements in volume control via sodium profiling need to be set against poten- 
tial problems in maintaining blood concentrations and body fluid compartment volumes 
within "safe" limits. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The main function of the kidney is to regulate fluid 
and electrolyte balance in order to maintain intracel- 
lular (IC) and extracellular (EC) fluid volumes and 
ion compositions within narrow limits. When the kid- 
neys fail to function normally, fluid is retained and 
several ions and solutes accumulate (mainly in the EC 
fluid compartment) and may become life threatening, 
such as potassium and hydrogen ions. While changes 
in diet and the administration of diuretic drugs can 
help to offset some of the important fluid and electro- 
lyte problems due to reduced kidney function, in 
severe cases, dialysis treatment is necessary. 

The two main forms of dialysis are haemodialysis 
and peritoneal dialysis. The latter process, which we 
do not discuss here, uses the patient's peritoneal mem- 
brane, which lines the abdominal cavity and viscera, 
as the exchange surface to 'filter'the blood by passive 
osmotic forces with a bathing fluid. Haemodialysis, 
on the other hand, uses an external and artificial mem- 
brane as a filter and surface for exchange. Peritoneal 
dialysis is a more continuous process, whereas 
haemodialysis is typically done in 4-6 hourly ses- 
sions three times a week. The short duration and inter- 
mittent nature of haemodialysis can be problematic. 
The patient experiences large and acute swings in 
body fluid volume, and ion and solute composition 
not normally encountered in health. These changes 
can result in significant intra- and interdialytic mor- 
bidity. This paper h t  reviews the mechanisms that 
cause the changes in fluid volumes, and then presents 
a simple model that may assist renal physicians or 
technicians to design profiled dialysis therapy that 
should minimise significant volume changes. 

THE DIALYSIS PROCESS 

Haemodialysis is essentially an equilibration ([3],[4]). 
The patient's blood is pumped (using systemic arterial 
blood pressure alone or with the assistance of a 
mechanical pump) around a continuous circuit from 
an artery to a dialysis machine and then back to a 
vein. On reaching the dialysis machine, the blood is 

fed into a hollow-fibre dialyser, a small cylinder con- 
taining many thousands of minute hollow fibres with 
small pores. On the other side of these pores, in con- 
traflow, is pumped an acetate- or bicarbonate-based 
fluid of prescribed composition known as the dia- 
lysate. In standard dialysis treatment the composition 
of the dialysate is maintained constant. As the blood 
traverses the dialyser, water and solutes (ions and 
nitrogenous products of normal metabolism) diffuse 
both ways across the porous membrane in accordance 
with concentration gradients and an applied hydraulic 
pressure. On reaching the end of the dialyser, the 
blood is pumped back into the body. If continued 
indefinitely, and without pressure gradients, the blood 
concentrations would eventually equilibrate (osmoti- 
cally) with those of the constant dialysate. In practice, 
dialysis sessions are time constrained, although equi- 
librium may be achieved for some solutes. This leads 
to an important point: solutes and solvent (water) are 
removed at different rates, and furthermore their 
removal may be coupled, which is the main reason for 
intradialytic morbidity. We expand on this in more 
detail below, but before doing so, we list the key sub- 
stances that dialysis therapy aims to remove. 

(1) Water: Most patients are anuric or produce 
very little urine, so that dialysis is their only 
means of removing excess fluid. Each patient has 
a theoretical dry weight an index of total body 
water volume, which is estimated as 0.58 of their 
body weight in kilograms [ 5 ] .  Thus, a patient 
weighing 65kg will have a total body water fluid 
volume of 37.7 litres. In a patient who complies 
with dietary guidelines, fluid gain will typically be 
2-3 litres (as kilogram weight). This will be the 
target for fluid removal during a single dialysis 
session. 

(2) Sodium: The balance of sodium, present 
mainly as sodium chloride, is an important aim of 
dialysis. Sodium, which is relatively impermeable 
to cell membranes, is the most abundant EC 
osmolyte. Changes in sodium concentration, and 
therefore osmolarity, shifts body water to regions 
of higher osmolarity. Large shifts of water, as we 
will describe later, can lead to major intra- and 
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interdialytic changes in fluid distribution between 
the IC and EC compartments. 

(3) Urea: Urea is a normal product of protein 
catabolism and is excreted by the kidneys. At high 
concentrations it may affect the stability of pro- 
teins, but in kidney failure its accumulation in the 
blood is also a marker of the retention of other 
more toxic products of nitrogen metabolism, the 
so-called 'middle molecules'. Owing to the rela- 
tively high permeability of the cell membrane to 
urea, fluid shifts due to changes in urea concentra- 
tion are small and can be neglected [ 5 ] .  However, 
in some patients there is a pronounced increase in 
EC urea during the first few hours following dial- 
ysis ['7], a phenomenon known as urea rebound, 
and which is due to inter-compartmental equili- 
bratioin of urea. This can cause a significant drop 
in IC fluid volume, leading to thirst and the risk of 
fluid overload from excessive drinking. 

(4) Glucose: The control of glucose removal is 
particularly important in diabetic patients; it may 
change rapidly during dialysis if its concentration 
in the dialysate is not properly adjusted. 

(5) Potassium: Excitable cells (nerve and muscle) 
depenld for their normal function on a critical bal- 
ance between the IC and EC concentrations of 
potassium. High EC potassium levels can prove 
fatal by causing a cardiac arrest. Haemodialysis 
with low dialysate potassium can also be problem- 
atic in patients with underlying cardiovascular dis- 
ease kg], because the reduction in the 1C:EC 
potassium gradient during dialysis can result in 
increased membrane depolarisation and re-entry 
cardiac arrhythmias. 

For coinvenience we may think of the total body 
fluid as being divided between the interstitial (outside 
cells) and intravascular compartments (which 
together make up the EC), and the intracellular com- 
partment (IC). In line with other bicompartmental 
models we can simplify the distribution of body fluids 
into the extracellular volume (ECV), which is the sum 
of the interstitial and vascular compartment volumes, 
and the nntracellular volume (ICV). The transport 
processes involved in dialysis occur between the ICV 

and ECV, and ECV and the dialysate fluid. These 
processes include those involving the cell membrane 
and those involving the hollow-fibre dialyser mem- 
brane. For a more comprehensive introduction to the 
cell physiology and biophysics covered in the follow- 
ing descriptions see [9]. 

DIALYSER TRANSPORT 

We distinguish between two distinct processes, 
namely passive diffusion and ultrafiltration. 

(1)  Passive diffusion is the net movement of sol- 
utes and solvent down their respective concentra- 
tion gradients. By Fick's Law the diffusive flux of 
a substance is directly proportional to its concen- 
tration gradient. The constant of proportionality, 
the diffusive constant, depends upon the permea- 
bility of the medium and is different for each dif- 
fusing substance. 
(2) Ultrafiltration is the convective transport of 
solutes in solution across the dialyser membrane. 
The convective flux of a given solute is propor- 
tional to the product of the concentration at source 
and the flow rate of the solution. Note that the 
removal of a solute from a compartment by ultra- 
filtration does not change the solute concentration 
in the original compartment. In practice the ultra- 
filtration rate is controlled by adjusting the applied 
transmembrane pressure gradient. 

CELLULAR TRANSPORT 

There are three processes to describe, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

(1 )  Passive diffusion (as above). 
(2) Osmosis. This is passive diffusion of water 
down its concentration gradient. The osmolarity 
(in osmoles) of a solute in a given volume is deter- 
mined by the total number of solute particles dis- 
placing the water, and is calculated by summing 
up the molar concentrations of each solute. When 
a molecule ionises in solution, such as NaCl, the 
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FIGURE I Transport processes and trans-membrane gradients in and across the cell membrane and dialyser membrane. For the cell mem- 
brane, the pern~eability to sodium is low, whereas for water, urea and other solutes it is high. Although the membrane is slightly permeable to 
sodium, a constant low internal sodium concentration is maintained by a continuous trans-membrane exchange of sodium and potassium. 
The dialyser, on the other hand, is freely permeable to water and solutes up to the size of small proteins (<50,000 Da), and filtration is 
assisted by an imposed hydraulic pressure gradient 

molarities of each individual ion must be taken 
into account. Thus, a 1 molar solution of NaCl has 
an osmolarity of 2 osmoles. 

(3) Active transport. The factors leading to the 
establishment of a cell resting potential are the 
low permeability of the cell membrane to sodium 
and the presence of membrane-bound sodium 
pumps that pump out sodium in exchange for 
potassium. This renders the membrane effectively 
impermeable to sodium and maintains a low IC 
sodium concentration. This regulatory mechanism 
is remarkably robust; even when there are signifi- 
cant changes in the EC ionic composition, the 
sodium pumps will maintain constant IC sodium 
mass. In line with 111 and 121, that IC sodium mass 
is constant, is a key assumption in our model. 

INTRADIALYTIC MORBIDITY 

The most common intradialytic complications are 
symptomatic hypotension and disequilibrium syn- 

drome. Both are a result of a fall in plasma osmolarity 
caused by intercompartmental shifts of body fluids. 

(1) Symptomatic hypotension is often caused by 
the rapid removal of fluid without adequate refill- 
ing of the EC fluid compartment [5], [9]. The 
resulting hypovolaemia can be exacerbated by 
impaired cardiovascular mechanisms that nor- 
mally compensate for the acute fall in EC and cir- 
culating volume. The root cause is usually an 
excessive ultrafiltration rate leading to hypovolae- 
mia: the rapid fluid loss can be exacerbated by 
osmotic shifts of water due to the convective 
transport of osmotically active sodium across the 
dialysis membrane, as summarised in Figure 2. 
Although other solutes such as urea and glucose 
contribute to the osmolarity of the plasma (and the 
ECV), they enter cells more easily and sodium (as 
sodium chloride) accounts for around 90% of 
plasma osmolarity [5]. Thus sodium balance is 
critical. (See also [2] for comments on the relative 
importance of sodium versus urea transport in 
causing osmotic water shifts). In order to maintain 
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Osmolarity 

I .C. E.C. Dtalysate I.C. E.C. Dia tysate 

FIGURE 2 The interaction between sodium removal and water shifts during a haemodialysis session. (1) Low Na dialysate: a low dialysate 
sodium results in rapid removal of sodium. If the ultrafiltration rate is not high, the osmolarity of the extracellular compartment falls relative 
to that of the intracellular compartment and the dialysate. The net result is for water to move from the extracellular compartment to the dia- 
lysate and also into the intracellular compartment. (2) High sodium dialysate: the removal of sodium is reduced and, together with ultrafiltra- 
tion, results in an increase in extracellular osmolarity, which in turn leads to removal of water from both the intracellular and extracellular 
compartments 

maximum simplicity for our model, we will 
assume that the sum total of osmolarity due to all 
osmo1:ytes other than sodium remains constant 
during the dialysis session. This approximation 
may not be applicable when considering poorly 
controlled diabetic patients.* 
(2) Disequilibrium syndrome is mainly due to 
overhydration of central neurones, resulting from 
intracellular influx of water. In practice, disequi- 
librium syndrome is likely to occur when the EC 
sodium concentration decreases by more than 7 
rnrnoV1 during dialysis [ 5 ] .  This would result in a 
significant reduction in plasma osmolarity and 
hence the movement of fluid from the EC com- 
partment to the IC compartment. 

The onset of symptomatic hypotension and dise- 
quilibrium syndrome can be limited by preventing a 
rapid reduction in plasma osmolarity. The two means 
of preventing such a fall in plasma osmolarity are 
(i) intradialytic injection of a sodium bolus or hyper- 
tonic solution (for example, to treat muscle cramps) 
and (ii) profiling of dialysate sodium. In (i) the 
change in osmolarity is direct and rapid, whereas in 

(ii), increasing the dialysate sodium reduces (or even 
reverses) the diffusion of sodium from the EC com- 
partment into the dialysate and offsets any reduction 
in plasma osmolarity. Whereas these measures are 
often successful in preventing or alleviating intradia- 
lytic problems, they risk preventing adequate sodium 
removal during dialysis. This can lead to a viscious 
cycle in which increasing sodium levels encourage 
the patient to drink more, causing fluid overload, such 
that higher ultrafiltration rates are needed to achieve 
dry weight, risking hypovolaemia and the need for 
further hypertonic saline injection. Moreover, in a 
patient overloaded with fluid, the actual EC sodium 
mass is not reflected by the EC sodium concentration 
and so the dialysate sodium level may be underesti- 
mated: in a series of dialysis sessions, the patient's 
plasma sodium concentration may be stable, while 
they become increasingly fluid overloaded. Hyperten- 
sion is a common and difficult problem in many 
patients, often related to volume overload, and is a 
major factor responsible for the high cardiovascular 
morbidity and mortality in dialysis patients. Thus in 
striving to prevent intradialytic morbidity by control- 

* Such patients account for around a third of patients on dialysis. 
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ling EC sodium, and therefore plasma osmolarity, we 
risk hypernatraemia, thirst, fluid overload and hyper- 
tension. An important challenge for profiled dialysis 
is to combine intradialytic plasma osmolarity control 
with adequate solute removal. 

TARGETS AND CONSTRAINTS OF PROFILED 
DIALYSIS 

The foregoing discussion highlights the complica- 
tions that are often associated with changes in plasma 
osmolarity during haemodialysis. It is likely that 
longer dialysis times with lower ultrafiltration rates 
would reduce intradialytic events linked to changes in 
plasma osmolarity. However, the drawbacks of longer 
treatment times are the extra cost and patient accepta- 
bility. In the following, we outline some of the key 
requirements of successful dialysis treatment. 

(1) Sufficient sodium mass should be removed to 
prevent the fluid overload cycle take oves (2) The 
ultrafiltration rate should be monotonic and not 
increase later, as patients usually tolerate higher 
rates at the start of a dialysis session. Some suc- 
cess has been found with linearly decreasing ultra- 
filtration rates. 

(3) Fluctuations (particularly increases which may 
lead to disequilibrium syndrome) in ICV should 
be minimised. 

(4) Rate of loss of ECV should be minimised to 
prevent symptomatic hypotension due to hypovol- 
aemia. 

(5) The EC sodium concentration should lie 
between 135.0 mmoyl and 145.0 mmoyl. 

(6) Adequate removal of urea and middle mole- 
cules. 

A SIMPLE MODEL FOR SODIUM PROFILING 

Our simple model (see Figure 3) develops along simi- 
lar lines to that of [I]  and [2] although owing to the 
relatively small contribution of urea removal to fluid 
shifts [5], [6], [9] we choose not to include urea kinet- 
ics. This simplification makes the model easier to 

solve, which we believe is not unreasonable for a 
practical model. However, the model cannot predict 
urea rebound [7], nor the transient effects due to rapid 
urea equilibration. As mentioned above, the IC mass 
of sodium is assumed to remain constant [item (3), 
page 41. We introduce the following notation: 

M;, ( t )  = EC molar masses of sodium 

Mha = IC molar masses of sodium, assumed con- 
stant 

M h ( )  M: ,,,, ( t )  = EC, IC molar masses of 

other solutes 

v(t) = ECV, p(t) = ICV 

V(t) = total body water volume 

c& a ( t  ) = EC concentration of sodium = M;, ( t )  / Ve ( t )  

CL, ( t )  = IC concentration of sodium = 

M i a  ( t )  / vi ( t )  

C,',,,,(t) = EC concentration of other solutes = 

n c t h e = r ( t ) / V ' ( t )  

C;,,,,(t) = IC concentration of other solutes = 

" ; t h e ~ ( ~ ) / ~ ' ( ~ )  

d C,, ( t )  = dialysate concentration of sodium 

kd = dialyser flux constant for sodium 

k,  = cell membrane flux constant for sodium 

U(t) = ultrafiltration rate, as controlled by hydraulic 

pressure across the dialyser membrane 

B(t) = blood flow rate at the dialyser inlet, as con- 

tolled by the quality of the blood access and blood 

pump rate. 

First we deal with the mass balance equations 

which describe the fluxes of each solute through the 

IC and EC fluid compartments and across the dialyser 
membrane. Neglecting sodium ingestion, the equation 
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for the rate of change of mass of sodium in the EC 

fluid is, in words, 

rate of change of - 
- 

EC sodium mass 

I 

IC -+ EC sodium IC -+ EC sodium 
flux due t o  passive flux due to  active 

diffusion across + pumping of sodium 
cell membrane across cell membrane 

I -- " 
2 3 

EC 7' dialysate 
EC + dialysate 

sodium flux due t o  
sodium flux due + ~ltrafi l trat~ive 

+ to  diffusion across 
convection across 

art,ificial membrane , artificial membrane 

Let us look at the terms of equation (1) individu- 

ally. Tern1 1 is simply the time derivative of the EC 
sodium mass, dAI&,(t)/dt. Term 2 is the net mass 

of sodium diffusing from the IC compartment per unit 

time. From Fick's law, this is proportional to the 
1C:EC concentration difference. If the constant of 
proportional is k,, the second term is 
k ,  (Ck,(t) - CLa( t ) ) .  Thus if the IC sodium con- 

centration exceeds that of the EC compartment, there 
is a positive flux into the EC compartment, and the 

larger the membrane permeability k,,, the higher the 

flux. Ternn 3 is the mass of sodium pumped from the 
IC compartment into the EC compartment by 
ATP-driven sodium pumps. Term 4 is similar to term 

2, except now the transfer is from the EC compart- 
ment into the dialysate. Term 5 accounts for the solute 
that is transported from the EC compartment into the 
dialyser due to ultrafiltration. In this case solute is 

carried with the ultrafiltrate at a rate U(t)Ca,  ( t ) .  
Thus increasing the ultrafiltration not only increases 
the rate of removal of water, but also the convective 
transport of solutes. Note that this convectional flux 

does not change the concentration of the EC compart- 

ment: only passive diffusion of solute can achieve 
this. Putting all these terms together we obtain: 

Here DN, is the dialysance of the dialyser to 

sodium, defined to be the change in solute content of 

the blood entering the dialyser per concentration driv- 

ing force: 

B(CG, ( t )  - CF: ( t ) )  
D N ~  = 

( t )  - C$&)) 
(3) 

At constant blood flow rates, this is a constant for 

the dialyser. CFa ( t )  (CF: ( t ) )  is the sodium concen- 
tration of the blood entering (leaving) the dialyser. 

For more details on how to derive terms 4 and 5 see 

[ I l l .  They can be understood as follows by consider- 

ing two extreme operating conditions. When the 

blood inflow rate B equals the ultrafiltration rate U 

there is no diffusional contribution to the dialyser flux 

(i.e. term 4 in equation (2) vanishes), and the entire 
flux is convectional (term 5 in equation (2)). Con- 

versely, when there is no ultrafiltration, so that 

U(t) = 0, all of the flux is diffusional. Now let 

a(t) = (1 - U(t)lB(t)) and suppose constant rates U(t) 

=1.0 1/71 and B(t) = 0.3 llmin are chosen (as in [ 2 ] ) .  
Then the correction factor 

Hence under such conditions we may reasonably 
approximate the correction factor as a = 1. Assuming 
a fixed and constant blood flow rate B(t) = 0.3 Ilmin, 
this approximation still holds good even with time 
variations of the ultrafiltration rate in the range of 
k0.5 1/7I around a mean value of 1.0 I/%. To simplify 
matters, we will therefore ignore this correction fac- 
tor. 
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4 

+ U( t )CL ,  ( t )  - (4) 
5 

Recall that one of our assumptions has been that 
the IC sodium mass remains constant. Suppose that, 
during a particular dialysis session, water and sodium 
are being lost to the dialysate by diffusion and ultrafil- 
tration in such a way that the EC volume reduces 
more rapidly than the EC sodium mass, so that the EC 
sodium concentration rises. This will result in a 
1C:EC sodium gradient that favours more net trans- 
port of sodium into the IC compartment. Typically, 
this would be countered by increased activity of the 
sodium pumps, so as to return the sodium to the EC 
compartment. The ability of the cells to maintain their 
internal sodium mass constant thus depends on them 
being able to harness sufficient sodium pumping 
when required. Our assumption that the IC mass is 
constant thus translates into the sodium pump flux 
balancing the net passive flux of sodium into the cell, 
and thus terms 2 and 3 cancel. Mathematically, this 
simplifies equation (4) to 

Now let us turn to the volume changes, the total 
body water volume is the sum of the IC and EC vol- 
umes: 

V ( t )  = I+ ( t )  + V P  ( t )  (6) 

The rate of removal of water by ultrafiltration is 

so that by integration, the total volume at a given time 
t is 

In most dialysis sessions, U(t) will be positive, so 
that the volume reduces with time. When the ultrafil- 
tration is constant, say U(t) = Uo this last equation 
reduces to 

and corresponds to a linearly decreasing total body 
volume. 

We now come to the volume changes in each of the 
IC and EC compartments. These are the result of both 
ultrafiltration and osmosis. Since the fluid is incom- 
pressible, we may assume that volume changes are in 
constant proportion to water mass changes. For the 
EC volume changes, we have in words: 

ratc of change - 
- 

of ECV - 
1 

IC + E C  water flux EC + dialysate 
+ due t o  osmotic - ultrafiltrational 

pressure gradient water flux 
\ ., '- 

2 .3 

(10) 

As before, we will deal with each term individu- 
ally. The first term is the time derivative of the ECV 
dV(t)ldt. As mentioned above this is proportional to 
the rate of change of EC water mass. Term 2 is the 
mass of water per unit time flowing from the IC com- 
partment into the EC compartment and is proportional 
to the osmotic pressure difference An with constant of 
proportionality is ko. The difference Ax is positive 
when the osmolarity of the IC and EC solutions is 
such that water moves from the IC to the EC compart- 
ment. Term 3 accounts for the loss of EC fluid to the 
dialysate due to ultrafiltration. Similarly, for the IC 
volume changes, we have 

IC 4 EC water flux 
rate of change 

of ICV 
= due to  osmotic (11) 

pressure gradient 

Thus the equations for the EC and IC fluid volume 
changes are 
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The presence of water permeable channels in the 
typical cell membrane makes it relatively permeable 
to water, which means that ko is large. Notice that 
adding these two equations and using 
V(t) = v ( t )  + v(t), we regain equation (7). 

To complete the description of the volume changes, 
we need a formula for the osmotic pressure gradient 
between the IC and EC compartments. The osmotic 
pressure difference between the IC and EC fluid com- 
partments is like any other concentration difference in 
that it is proportional to the difference in water con- 
centrations between the two compartments. Where 
there is a solute particle it displaces a water molecule, 
and so the water concentration of each compartment 
is determined by the number of solute particles in the 
compartment. The osmotic pressure difference is thus 
proportional to the difference in the number of solute 
particles between the IC and EC compartments. This 
is surnrnarised by the van't Hoff formula (e.g. [9]): 

IC -+ ElC transmembrane 
CX 

osrnotic pressure difference 

number of solute number of solute 
- 

partildes in ICV particles in ECV (13) 

or in equation form 

The constants R,T in the above formula are the uni- 
versal gas constant and the absolute temperature, 
respective:ly. There are a large number of different 
solutes to consider in each cell. Outside a dialysis ses- 
sion, we rnay assume that these solutes are distributed 
in order to establish osmotic balance (i.e. An= 0). 
During dialysis, however, the removal of water and 
solutes disturbs the concentrations of some key sol- 
utes in each compartment and this results in an 
osmotic gradient. Solutes that can permeate the mem- 
brane freely, such as potassium, and for some cell or 
tissue types, glucose, will not contribute much to the 
osmotic pressure since any 1C:EC differences are rap- 
idly cancelled by diffusion. As the cell membrane is 

effectively impermeable to sodium, this solute and its 
partner anion, such as chloride or bicarbonate, will 
make the main contribution to the osmotic pressure. A 
second solute of importance is urea, since it is present 
at a much higher concentration in a dialysis patient. 
The cell membrane is relatively permeable to urea, so 
that its contribution to the osmotic gradient is consid- 
erably less than that of sodium. We group the solutes 
into sodium and urea, and a subgroup of 'other' sol- 
utes which are not in equal concentrations in the IC 
and EC compartments, but whose compartmental 
masses do not change during a dialysis session. These 
will include, for example, potassium, the dominant 
intracellular cation, chloride ions and the large nega- 
tively charged IC proteins which cannot permeate the 
cell membrane [9]. All the remaining solutes will not 
significantly contribute to the osmotic pressure. Then 
we obtain: 

The factor of 2 preceding each sodium concentra- 
tion is to account for the fact that sodium is present in 
ionised form with its counterion. In terms of the molar 
masses this equation can be rewritten as 

In this paper, we will ignore the contribution of 
urea to the osmotic pressure, because the membrane is 
highly permeable to urea, and removal of urea from 
the EC volume to the dialyser is likely to create only a 
small 1C:EC difference in urea concentration. Fur- 
thermore the size of this difference will become pro- 
gressively smaller during the dialysis session as urea 
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is removed and the compartmental urea concentration 
falls. Furthermore, since the cell membrane is highly 
permeable to water, we will assume that, to a first 
approximation, the movement of water from a com- 
partment of low osmolarity to one of higher osmolar- 
ity is sufficiently rapid that, on the time scale of solute 
removal in a dialysis session, the IC and EC compart- 
ments are in osmotic balance. 

With these assumptions, we may establish the fol- 
lowing osmotic balance condition from equation (16) 
that imposes a constraint on the IC and EC sodium 
concentrations. Letting 

o t h e r s  o t h e r s  

we have: 

We rewrite this equation to express the ECV in 
terms of the sodium mass and the total body water 
volume. From equation (6), V(t) = V(t) - V(t), and so 
substituting this relation into equation (17) we obtain 

Let 

Then equation (18) can be rearranged to give 

Now we are able to write down an expression for 
the EC sodium concentration by rearranging (19): 

Finally, we may use this expression for the EC 
sodium concentration in the differential equation for 
the rate of change of EC sodium mass [equation (31: 

dMha(t) - - 
dt 

In the practical setting, the clinician is free to 
choose the ultrafiltration rate U(t) and the dialysate 
sodium concentration ~ $ , ( t )  as functions of time. 
In standard dialysis, the sodium dialysate level is gen- 
erally kept constant, whereas the ultrafiltration rate is 
either constant or is set as a linearly decreasing func- 
tion of time [5]. By contrast, during a profiled dialysis 
session, one, or both, the ultrafiltration rate and the 
sodium dialysate concentration may be defined as 
functions of time. 

A PRELIMINARY TEST OF THE MODEL 

At present the exercise is to test the validity of the 
model and to check that its predictions are consistent 
with published clinical observations. In future, we 
plan to fit the model with new and more detailed data 
from an operational dialysis unit (see Discussion). 

In the absense of detailed data of our own, we have 
first compared data taken from Mann and Stiller's 1996 
paper [5] with predctions of our model. In [5] 
(Figure 8) the authors show the variation of blood 
sodium concentration for a five hour profiled haemodi- 
alysis session where the dialysate sodium profile is 
hourly stepped between 140 mmol/l and 160 rnmoV1. 
The resulting blood sodium concentration increases 
from 140 mmoM to 152 mmoV1. We have used these 
data to test our model. Since there is zero ultrafiltration, 
the total body water volume remains constant. Changes 
in EC sodium concentration are then calculated from 
equation (21) with U(t) = 0 and V(0) = Vo. Next the EC 
volume profile V(t) is found using (19) and finally the 
IC volume from V(t) = V(t) - V(t) = Vo - V(t). The 
patient parameters we used, listed in Table I, were 
taken from the published literature and apply to a 
patient with a dry weight of 65 kg. The only parameter 

missing is Mither = C;th,r(0)/V"(O. Asssuming 
osmotic equilibrium initially, 

2 C b a  + ' ; t h e r ( O )  = 2 C h a ( o )  + c & ~ e r ( o )  ( 2 2 )  

we find 

%her = (2Cka(0) +C,'t,e,(O) -Cba(0))/2V"0). 
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volume V 

FIGURE 3 Summary of the variable-volume, two-compartment model for the haemodialysis process. The patient's body fluids are parti- 
tioned into two compartments, the intracellular and extracellular compartments, separated by a biological membrane representing the various 
cell membranes and interstitial space across which solutes and solvent must diffuse. The transport of osmotically active sodium across this 
barrier leads to fluid osmotic flux, J,,,. The extracellular compartment is separated from the dialysis machine by an artificial membrane 
through which solute and solvent can be both passively and convectively transported 

To obtain the actual masses of sodium in grams we 
multiply the molar masses by the molecular weight 
factor 23. In line with much of the published data, we 
will identify the mass of sodium removed with the 
mass of NaCl (molecular weight 58.5) removed. 
Figure 4 shows our model simulation carried out with 
zero ultrafiltration and an identical dialysate sodium 
profile to that described in [5]. Running from top to 
bottom in the left column the curves show profiles of 
dialysate sodium concentration, EC sodium concen- 
tration in mmolA and EC volume in litres. In the right 
column, again from top to bottom we plot ultrafiltra- 
tion rate in litreshour, EC sodium mass (i.e. mass of 
NaC1) in grams and IC volume in litres. We note that 
there is broad agreement with [5]; in particular we 

predict an increase in EC sodium concentration from 
140 mmol/l to 152 mmol/l. Furthermore, we predict 
the net removal of sodium to be 22.6 g against their 
value of 25 g. 

TABLE I Typical patient parameters used to fit the model. 
Parameters were taken from [2] 

V(0) 37.7 litres 
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FIGURE 4 Test of the model against the data of Mann and Stiller [5] for a step wise sodium profile over a five hour dialysis session, with 
zero ultrafiltration. The model predicts a 22.6 g net gain of sodium, compared with 25 g quoted by Mann and Stiller 

OPTIMISING PROFILED DIALYSIS achieve targets for fluid and sodium removal. This 
can be done as follows. First we show how to calcu- 

Since control of the ECV is a specific aim, so as to late the dialysate sodium profile once the ultrafiltra- 

prevent a fall in EC osmolarity, we would like to find tion and ECV profiles are set. The key is equation 

the sodium dialysate concentration profile which gen- (20) rearranged in terms of the sodium dial~sate con- 

erates a given ECV profile, and, if possible, to also centration c $ ~  ( t )  : 
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1 dlbl;Tu ( t )  
DN, dt 

( El':)( nfh, ( t )  (2M&, ( t )  + M I )  + I + -  
lT(t)(anfha(t)  + n 4 )  ) 

Now, once U(t) is known so is V(t) by equation (8). 
If V(t) is also given, then we may calculate A f i r a  ( t )  
by rearranging equation (19) in terms of V(t). Finally 
we substitute the calculated profile for the EC sodium 
mass All;,a ( t )  into (23) to find the necessary sodium 
dialysate profile. This must be done while removing 
specified quantities of fluid and sodium. Thus we now 
demonstrate how to remove a specified amount of 
fluid. We consider only constant and linearly decreas- 
ing ultrafiltration rates for a dialysis session running 
from t = 0 to t = T, and for which the profile V(t) is 
set. The total fluid volume removed at time T is 
A V(T) where 

A T  = ( T )  - ( 0 )  = - U(T)dt (24 )  IT  
The number AV(T) is prescribed as the amount of 

fluid to be removed. When U(t) = U, a constant, the 
constant ultrafiltration required to remove AV(T) in 
time T is U = A V(Tj/T. Next we have to ensure that a 
given net mass of sodium is removed. Let 
AMA, == MA, ( 0 )  - Mira ( T )  be the amount of 
sodium to be removed during the dialysis session. 
From Mi,, (T) = M&,(O) - AAl;,, and equation 
(19) with t =  Twe  have 

All the parameters and constants on the right-hand 
side of equation (25) are known, so that the final ECV 
of V(Tj, must satisfy equation (25) for the target of 
sodium mass and fluid removal to be achieved. To 
summaris~e, we first decide upon an ultrafiltration rate 
that removes the correct amount of fluid. Then we 
select an 'optimal' ECV profile V(t) chosen from all 
those profiles that satisfy the same end conditions 

Tre(0)  = \foe and V e ( T )  = V;. 
The question now arises: how do we specify an 

'optimal' IECV profile? As mentioned above, the final 

ECV is fixed once the ultrafiltration rate and the 
amount of sodium to be removed have been decided 
upon. What is at our disposal is choosing how ECV 
should vary between its start and end values. We thus 
generated ECV profiles using the functional form 

17 ' ( f )  = lie + bt + at" ( 2 6 )  

where b = (V(T) - p ( 0 )  - UT~)/T and a was chosen 
to yield three distinctly shaped profiles: (i) a = 0 (lin- 
ear), (ii) a = -0.15 (concave), and (iii) a = 0.15 (con- 
vex). In [22] the authors use a similar approach in 
which they seek to optimise the dialysis session by 
iterating the EC sodium mass profile to maintain high 
EC sodium mass in the first half of dialysis. This 
method also allows the direct computation of the dia- 
lysate sodium profile required to realise the optimal 
session. Due to the manner in which EC sodium and 
ECV are coupled in our model (equation (18)), and 
since we are assuming constant ultrafiltration, we can 
mimic maintaining high EC sodium mass in the first 
half of the session by chosing a similar profile for the 
ECV (see Figure 8). 

Results 

Our results for the various profiles are shown in Fig- 
ures 6 to 9. For each of these figures the following 
general observations apply, and can be explained by 
the simple model. First, as mentioned already, in each 
case the final ECV is the same, regardless of the par- 
ticular dialysate sodium profile: the final ECV is 
determined by the amount of sodium and fluid 
removed. Second, note that since the net quantity of 
fluid removed is the same in all cases, the final ICV is 
also identical. 

Figure 5 shows that a linearly decreasing ECV can 
be achieved from a near constant dialysate sodium 
profile. In this case, the dialysis session succeeds in 
achieving the target sodium and fluid removal and is 
not likely to produce intradialytic morbidity. In 
Figure 6, however, we see that increasing the sodium 
removal target from 20 g to 30 g is likely to push EC 
sodium concentration too low. In Figure 7, we remove 
ECV more rapidly in the earlier stages of dialysis. 
Effectively, this is achieved by beginning with a dia- 
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FIGURE 5 Simulation of profiled dialysis session (I). The ECV profile is designed to simultaneously remove 4 litres of fluid and 20g of 
sodium. A linear ECV profile requires an approxilnately constant dialysate sodium profile. In this case reductions in sodium mass and ECV 
and ICV are also approximately linear 

lysate sodium concentration below the EC sodium 
concentration and gradually increasing it to a level 
above the dialysate sodium concentration. As a result, 
EC sodium is rapidly removed early in the session, 
thus lowering EC osmolarity, and causing an initial 
increase in ICV. Later water returns from the ICV to 
the ECV as the removal EC sodium diminishes, but 
ultrafiltration remains constant, thus increasing EC 
osmolarity. In the last simulation, Figure 8, the ini- 
tially high sodium results in an increase in EC 

sodium, which raises EC osmolarity and causes rapid 
flow of water from the ICV to ECV. This vascular 
refilling process prevents a rapid depletion in the 
ECV and is the basis of sodium profiling. As the 
sodium dialysate concentration is reduced, eventually 
more sodium is removed more extensively from the 
EC compartment and the EC osmolarity begins to fall, 
so that the ECV is reduced more rapidly, and eventu- 
ally the IC volume experiences a small increase. 
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FIGURE 6 The same linear ECV profile as in Figure 5 ,  except now the target for sodium mass removal is 30 g. While the reductions in 
sodium mass and ICV and ECV remain linear, the EC sodium concentration falls significantly 

IDENTIFICATION OF 'SAFE' DIALYSIS removed AV and total sodium mass to be removed 
REGIMES AMN, as parameters for a parameter space, and shade 

regions of parameter space where EC sodium concen- 

Using the simplified model we may suggest dialysis tration and ECV remain between pre-defined 'safe' 

session settings that ensure that important patient var- limits throughout the simulated dialysis session. For 

iables remain within acceptable limits whilst achiev- the patient parameters listed in Table 1 the limits C ~ O -  

ing dialysis targets. We select the total fluid to be sen are 
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FIGURE 7 Simulation of profiled dialysis session (11). The ECV profile is designed to simultaneously remove 4 litres of fluid and 20g of 
sodiun~. For this convex ECV profile, ECV reduces more rapidly in the earlier stages of dialysis. This is achieved by starting the dialysis ses- 
sion with a dialysate sodium concentration below the EC sodium concentration and gradually increasing it to a level above the dialysate 
sodium concentration. As a result, EC sodium is rapidly removed early in the session, thus lowering EC osmolarity, and causing an initial 
increase in ICV Later water returns from the ICV to the ECV as the removal EC sodium diminishes, but ultrafiltration remains constant, thus 
increasing EC osrnolarity 
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sodium profiling, which could be improved by simul- 
taneously profiling the ultrafiltration. Taken together, 
these plots suggest that dialysate sodium should be 
profiled in order to achieve a linear decrease in ECV. 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this paper has been to introduce, in 
relatively simple terms, a bicompartmental model for 
a typical profiled haemodialysis session that would 
provide the clinician with practical criteria for setting 
suitable sodium profiles. The model has been tested 
for consistency with a sample of data and observa- 
tions already reported in the literature. The detailed 
numerics of our simulations are therefore of limited 
relevance until the model has been fitted to data from 
patients undergoing dialysis. Nevertheless, the 
numerics enable us to explore the potential benefits of 
various profiled dialysis regimens, at least at the qual- 
itative level; the chosen parameters ensure that the 
relative importance of transport terms remains con- 
sistent with clinical observations. To validate the 
model more comprehensively, it will be necessary to 
compare it against regular records of plasma sodium 
concentration, and intra- and extracellular fluid vol- 
umes taken from a wide range of standard and pro- 
filed dialysis sessions. There are a number of methods 
for measuring plasma sodium concentration; blood 
samples can be extracted non-invasively from the 
arterial line, or, as for some machines, the concentra- 
tion can be continuously monitored with ion-sensitive 
electrodes. The simplest method for estimating the 
variation in total body fluids is to weigh the patient at 
regular intervals. The total body fluid content in litres 
is then estimated to be 58% of the body mass in kilo- 
grams. However, this does not provide estimates for 
the relative volumes of the ICV and ECV. More 
sophisticated, yet still indirect, approaches to measur- 
ing the distribution of body fluids are available. One 
technique [14] relies on the presence of a blood com- 
ponent X whose mass remains substantially constant 
during dialysis. Changes in X concentration are then 
entirely due to changes in blood volume. Regular 
measurements of X concentration can therefore reveal 

the changes in blood volume. As it stands, however, 
this method provides estimates for intravascular vol- 
ume and not interstitial volume or ICV. A more prom- 
ising method, which does provide these two 
estimates, is multifrequency bioimpedance [13]. Here 
two electrodes are attached to the patient, typically 
one to the wrist and the other to the ankle, and the 
resulting electrode-electrode conductance is measured 
for a range of frequencies between 5 kHz and 
500 kHz, from which the total body water and extra- 
cellular volume can be calculated. 

Our model is simpler than many other bicompart- 
mental models in that it ignores the kinetics of urea or 
other solutes. This limits the model in providing a 
complete description of sodium profiling. For exam- 
ple, we cannot predict the onset of urea rebound fol- 
lowing intercompartmental equilibration after the 
termination of dialysis [S] and we do not identify 
small transient water shifts which typically occur 
early in a dialysis session as the blood urea concentra- 
tion rapidly falls and sets up a small 1C:EC urea gra- 
dient. Apart from the limitation of the model in 
describing urea kinetics, the small number of depend- 
ent variables (solutes and fluid compartment vol- 
umes) in the model means that constraints are 
automatically placed upon its predictive scope. For 
example, as we have explained, the specification of 
the net quantity of sodium and water to be removed 
defines the final ECV and ICV. In models that include 
a second osmolyte, such as urea (e.g. [I] and 121) the 
additional dependent variable (urea mass) introduces 
an extra degree of freedom so that the end of dialysis 
targets of ECV and EC sodium mass are no longer 
constrained as severely as in equation (25). One bene- 
fit of such models is that ECV and ICV may be more 
subtly controlled, in that the final ECV (and therefore 
also the ICV) is not simply determined by the 
required sodium and fluid adjustments. However, the 
development of a model consisting of a single differ- 
ential equation for one unknown, namely extracellular 
sodium mass, from which the ICV and ECV can be 
calculated once the dialysate sodium and ultrafiltra- 
tion profiles have been specified is an advantage. 
Also, the model can be reversed, and the dialysate 
sodium profile necessary to produce a desired extra- 



cellular sodium 
removed) for a 
determined. 

profile (and hence total sodium 
given ultrafiltration profile can be 
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